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data is well known. Attempts have been made to give a new interpretation of the above
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1. Introduction t

In our earlier communications hereafter referred to «o

I & II va have given a new interpretation •£ the big bang theory

and have thr«vm asms light on the age of our galaxy.

In the present work attempts have been made to give a new

Interpretation of the history of the universe.

I t i s new veil known that C«smol•gists to-day are facing

inmimiountablo difficulties t« explain the following problems in

a uninue way.

(a) Origin and large scale structure of the universe.

(b) Formation of galaxies and the requisite dynamics there of.

(c) The microwave background radiations.

Id) Density of the universe.

(e) The flatness problem and all that.

Several models havo been propused but none have boon able t»

explain all the afore mentioned preblerng.

The protagonists of the Big-Dang theory claim that i t i e

s t i l l in gevd shape, •

Recent experimental findings have cost considerable deubta

not only on the Big Dang Model but aloa on the ini t ia l conditions

prevelent during the Dig Bang.

For the advantage of the rrsadora we are stating some of the

recent experimental finding a which th«» Big Dang theory can n»t

explain.
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2* Problems with Big Bang Theory.

2.1 Largest cluster of quasars •

The recent discovery of the largest cluster of quasars has

shaken our existing Idea of the universe. From red-shift measurement,

coomologlsta have estimated that this giant structure was formed

when the universe was enly 5 billion years eld since tho Big Bang.

Cosmologista are puzzled how guch a massive structure wag formed

at ouch early phase of the universe. Even non-baryonic cold dark

matter* hypothesised long time ago to explain the clumping of matter

in the form of stars and galaxies, could not explain tho phenomenon.

2. 2 Young Gal axis a I

Astronomers have found several young galaxies, forming stars

out of g.io cloudo, at a distance of 17 x 10 million l ight years

away. These preto galaxies were formed when the universe was only

1-2 billion yeara eld̂ -Dark natter Theory cm not explain them.- From

this* astronomers have come to the conclusion that either the universe

i s much older than the present estimated value or some unknown phe-

noirenon i s making matter cfcump together and have compelled them to

re-examine the Big Bang Theory.

2.3 Initial Conditions of Big-Bang Model questioned i

From the study of the ultraviolet spectrum of HD 140283 which

ia more than 12 billion years old and l ies in the constellation of

Libra, 200 light years away, cesmologists have cast doubts about

the init ial conditions prevel en t during the Big Bang. The spectrum

reveals that there i s 10 times more beryllium in the star than

predicted by the Big Bang. The ini t ia l homogenity prevalent during

the big bang i s als* questioned as the above result can be explained

i f the universe started off with low density in one region and very

high density in the other region.

2.4 Cnrbon Monoxide in int*rg*lactic clruds •

Further the prospect of Big Bang Theory has been constrained

a. lot . The Big Bang model predicted that the intergalactlc clouds are

made mostly of hydrogen but the present discovery of,, a vast cloud of
has challenged that prediction

carbon monoxide (Co), twelve(12) bil l ion light years away. These

molecular clouds were formed at the early phase of the universe when

i t was only 3-4 bil l ion years old. The carbon and oxygen molecules

did not exist during the Big Bang but must have been formed out

of the fusion processes in the cores of the aupermassive stars, the

formation of which takes 6-7 bill ion years. The synthesis of carbon

and oxygen takes 2-3 billion years.

2.5 Only Red shift i s not enough i

The most conclusive evidence in favour of the Big Dang was

Hubble's prediction th^t the universe i s expanding from the red



shi£ts measurement In the spectrum of distant galaxies.

Even this idea hao been challenged by William Tifft and

others. Tifft studies a member of galaxies and found red shifts

'bunched' together at certain values only. Recently B. Guthrlc and

William Napier have measured accurately the red shifts of 106 spi-

ral galaxies- and found that red shifts could be grouped vdth perio-

dicity corresponding to the recession velocity of 37.5 Km/Sec against

the existing belief that the universe should be uniform on large

scale.

3. Ideaa from Indian Philosophers »

From the above reasoningo we come to the conclusion that the

Big Dang i s in bad shape. Really i t Is very difficult to understand

that something vdth zero dimension and with Infinite density started

expanding out o£ a cataclysmic explosion. Why and how tho singularity

came Into being at thnt unique position 7 nid i t come out of nothing

( i . e . vacuum) spontaneously or from any violent local disturbance

in the space time continuum. In either case the cause and effect i s

not well understood.

is the space quantized " \wl th energy ? If i t i s so then energy

shall be sustained by space but nat the reverse. For example two

third surface of the earth i s covered by water earth sustains the

water but not vice veTsa.

Tbu idea that the universe began with a Big Dang and « i U end

with Dig crunch representing as the north and south poles of the earth

i s not Justified. The cl*3ed universe mentioned above will be sus-

tained by v.hat ? If ©ne plercos the apace time surface of the closed

universe. What will l i e beyond i t ?

The answers have been discussed in Hindu Philosophy which

never accepts the beginnlig or end of the universe — the. universe

has no beginning, no end. Hindu philosophers have divided space into

two - Abstract space and Energy apace and the universe as Abstract

universe and Materialistic universe.

Abstract space i s inert/inactive and i s the constituent ©f

abstract unlverso which i s of Infinite dimension, omnipresent but

not onnipotent. For example vdth sorra amcunt of dry flour nothing

can be prepared.

Tho energy space i s a creative space and i s tho. constituent

of that universe called the materialistic universe which i s very

large but finite, omnipresent and omnipotent.

For example i f to a certain amount of dry flour adequate amount

o£ water i s mixed up a dough i s formed with which many palatable dishei

may be prepared.

To get some ideas about the origin and structure of the uni-

verse one has to do some back calculations- i . e . from the existing

structure back to the source.

Let us start with solar system. We know th-it tho earth i s

moving rcund the sun and the later round tho Milky Way. The path of

tho earth round the sun will be a helix with an axis and similarly

for the other eight planets.



At the same instant of time tha nine axes (nine vectors) '

will have a resultant vector which will be the axis of a helix «£

higher pitch.

Cur solar system (and also the 1011 stars in our Galaxy)

l a revolving round our Galaxy which Is also rotating round the

VIRGO CLUSTER so one will get another helix of further higher

pitch and ge on.

Ultimately considering thot there are 10 galaxies (the

very atoms of the unlverae), v© will have a GIGMITIC HliLIX revol-

ving (spinning along i t s axis as well) round a Great Region of

3pace (called Great AttractorJ as shown in Fxg. I.

Hubble has stated,, that the universo i s expanding but here

we will assume th.it the Great Helix Is approaching the Great Attrac-

tor in order to explain our model.

The Great Attractor la a great region of space which con-

tains all eorta of particles like baryons, mesons, leptons, quarks

gluona even lover level of particles undiscovered so far and al l

that and their antipartlcles and radiations. All sorts o£ proper-

t ies and forces to sustain both the organic and in-organic struc-

tures of tha universe in a unique way. In fine i t i s the source of

Primordial Energy, Exceptional Fluids, Exceptional flatters ate.

I t contains clouds of sub-atomic (sub sub-atomic etc) particles.

The Great Helix Is approaching towards the Great Region both re-

volving and spinning (the Great Helix may not be continuous. some

parts of the helix spinning in one sense, some parts In the •pp*alta

sense, some parts not spinning at . i l l ) . The primordial energy

along vdth the Exceptional Fluids win be churned and frothing

will occur.

Because of the presence of the Helix (vdth hug a gravita-

tional field) gravitational evaporation in the form of quarks

gluons and even constituents for lower level of particlos may

start and the exceptional fluid will flow (becauce of gravita-

tional , and magneto-hydrodynandcal pressure difference)

creating thereby low and high density region.

At the first stage when the number density of rtuarks i s

large- three of them take shelter in the topological space of the

foam and protona come out copiously*

Questions may be raised why protons only and not anti-

protons 7

One passible answer i s , the portion of the Italix spinning

in one sen so aay clockwise will wrap the three quarks in that sense

and externally we get a property called positively charged (simi-

larly for negatlvoly ch-nrgod particles), in caae of neutral'

particles. One half la wraped clockwise and the other half anti-

clockwise manner).

The excess of baryons over anti-baryons arises because greater

portion of the Helix 13 moving in ono senno than that of tha •ther-

this i s what i s called baryon number violation.

When the number density of quarks decrease^ formation •£

neoons starts (out of tv;o rfuarks). their charges can be explained



vrith the samo logic stated above.

At thlo stage the leptona dccouplo from tha quark lept*n

family, Meanwhile tho great spaces will be queezed a lot by the

approaching Helix the temperature will rice a lot Ibut not the

Temp as demanded by tho Big Dang Theory) and with the existing

tremendous gravitational pressure and mnson clouds as catalyst

fusion of neutrons and protons will start (may be because ofCold

fusion — or the neutrons and protons will bo moving at random

with tremendous velocity and will approach each othor. When th«y

reach the critical distance of approach strong interaction will

3tart) producing bill ions of nuclei of deuterium- v/hich will c*m-

blne with more protona and neutrons to make helium nuclei and email

number of lighter elements (say litMum beryllium etc) .

Some neutrons 6 protons will be lfeft out foe participation

to form nuclei-the free neutrons will decay to protons.

As the number density of neutrons and protons decreases the

temperature i s distributed in the loft out space - suitable for

electromagnetic interactions to switch on - forming million-billion

atoms*

There i s a critical distance of approach for the Great

Helix to the Great centre (the Great Helix contains 2-9 percent

mass of tti« Great Centre but has 90»9B percent angular momentum

more than that of the Great Centre). oJhcn attraction follows re-

pulsion and the Orcnt Helix Is throvn outward.

This i s the new interpretation of the Big Bang Model. Along

with the Dang a large number protons & neutrons and nuclei of

protoniuit^Helllum etc will be entering the Great Helix. A S i t

expands outward i t dilates also. Formation of new stars and

gallaxies will start within i t .

The Great Centre will have attractive control over Groat

Helix at all stages except tho critical distance where attraction

follows repulsion.

In the inner periphery of the Abstract space may be { t s

shown in figure-l) there i s another torus hereafter will be called

secondary torus - which also attracts the Great Helix NOW a s

the Great Heliz approaches t« a certain critical distance of the

secondary Torus, attraction will follow repulsion- the Great Helii

will start contractlng-tha older galaxies will die out-giving out

the energy and this energy will Blowly be returned bnck to th«

Great Centre of Attraction. The process will be repeated over »nd

over again.

4. Conclusion i

This model will explain the existing problems with which

the Dig Dang Model has been beset with. In addition this model

cKpllcity states that Mass,Energy Co-exist and never mass i s

abolished from the black b*ard of the universe.
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FIGURE CAPTION

OA - Radius of the Great Centre

OB.OC - Internal and external radii of the Great Helix respectively.

OD.OE - Internal and external radii at the Secondary Torus

respectively

Beyond OF, - The Abstract Space
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